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Democracies And The Populist
Challenge
This electronic version has been made
available under a Creative Commons (BY-NCND) open access license. This book
provides a comprehensive and detailed
analysis of the five main parties of the
extreme right in the Netherlands
(Centrumdemocraten, Centrumpartij),
Belgium (Vlaams Blok), and Germany (Die
Republikaner, Deutsche Volksunion). Using
primary research — including internal
party documents — it concludes that rather
than right-wing and extremist, the core
ideology of these parties is xenophobic
nationalist, including also a mix of law
and order and welfare chauvinism. The
author's research and conclusions have
broader implications for the study of the
extreme-right phenomenon and party
ideology in general.
The contributions to this volume Politics,
Social Movements and Extremism take
serious the fact that populism is a
symptom of the crisis of representation
that is affecting parliamentary democracy.
Right-wing populism skyrocketed to
electoral success and is now part of the
government in several European countries,
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but it also shaped the Brexit campaign and
the US presidential election. In Southern
Europe, left-wing populism transformed the
classical two parties systems into
ungovernable three fractions parliaments,
whereas in Latin America it still presents
an instable alternative to liberal
democracy. The varying consequences of
populist mobilisation so far consist in
the maceration of the established borders
of political culture, the distortion of
legislation concerning migrants and
migration, and the emergence of hybrid
regimes bordering on and sometimes leaning
towards dictatorship. Yet, in order to
understand populism, innovative research
approaches are required that need to be
capable of overcoming stereotypes and
conceptual dichotomies which are deeply
rooted in the political debate. The
chapters of this volume offer such new
theoretical strategies for inquiring into
the multi-faceted populist phenomenon. The
chapters analyse its language, concepts
and its relationship to social media in an
innovative way, draw the con - tours of
left- and right-wing populism and
reconstruct its shifting delimitation to
political extremism. Furthermore, they
value the most significant aftermath of
populist mobilisation on the institutional
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frame of parliamentary democracy from the
limitation of the freedom of press, to the
dismantling of the separation of powers,
to the erosion of citizenship rights. This
volume will be an invaluable reference for
students and scholars in the field of
political theory, political sociology and
European Studies.
Populism has become a favourite catchword
for mass media and politicians faced with
the challenge of protest parties or
movements. It has often been equated with
radical right leaders or parties. This
volume offers a different perspective and
underlines that populism is an ambiguous
but constitutive component of democratic
systems torn between their ideology
(government of the people, by the people,
for the people) and their actual
functioning, characterised by the role of
the elites and the limits put on the
popular will by liberal constitutionalism.
How referendums can diffuse populist
tensions by putting power back into the
hands of the people Propelled by the
belief that government has slipped out of
the hands of ordinary citizens, a surging
wave of populism is destabilizing
democracies around the world. As John
Matsusaka reveals in Let the People Rule,
this belief is based in fact. Over the
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past century, while democratic governments
have become more efficient, they have also
become more disconnected from the people
they purport to represent. The solution
Matsusaka advances is familiar but
surprisingly underused: direct democracy,
in the form of referendums. While this
might seem like a dangerous idea postBrexit, there is a great deal of evidence
that, with careful design and thoughtful
implementation, referendums can help
bridge the growing gulf between the
government and the people. Drawing on
examples from around the world, Matsusaka
shows how direct democracy can bring
policies back in line with the will of the
people (and provide other benefits, like
curbing corruption). Taking lessons from
failed processes like Brexit, he also
describes what issues are best suited to
referendums and how they should be
designed, and he tackles questions that
have long vexed direct democracy: can
voters be trusted to choose reasonable
policies, and can minority rights survive
majority decisions? The result is one of
the most comprehensive examinations of
direct democracy to date—coupled with
concrete, nonpartisan proposals for how
countries can make the most of the
powerful tools that referendums offer.
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With a crisis of representation hobbling
democracies across the globe, Let the
People Rule offers important new ideas
about the crucial role the referendum can
play in the future of government.
PSYCHOLOGY OF POPULISM
Democracy under Threat
How Democracies Die
The ideology of the extreme right
The Oxford Handbook of Political
Representation in Liberal Democracies
When Democracy Trumps Populism

In einer Zeit, in der weltweit sozialer Wandel
als radikal beschleunigt wahrgenommen wird,
erschien lange Zeit allein die westliche
Demokratie als normatives und institutio
nelles Unterpfand der Stabilität. Mit ihr schien
in den rund zweihundert Jahren ihrer
Geschichte die politische Form gefunden, in
der sozialer Wandel besonders erfolgreich
politisch verarbeitet werden könnte. Ihre
weltweite Ausbreitung und faktische Univer
salisierung schien in diesem beschleunigten
Wandel nur eine Frage der Zeit zu sein. Nach
der Implosion des sowjetischen
Herrschaftsmodells wirkten die verbliebenen
un demokratischen Regime nur noch wie
vormoderne Relikte, die Idee alternativer und
weltweit konkurrierender
Entwicklungsmodelle
politischer
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Gesellschaften verblaßte. Drei Entwicklungen
haben diese Selbstgewißheit in Politik und
Politikwissenschaft in den letzten Jahren
verunsichert. China, einige islamische
Gesellschaften und andere kleinere Staaten
machen keine Anstalten, die westliche
Demokratie zu übernehmen. Vielmehr
proklamieren sie in mehr oder weniger starker
Auseinandersetzung mit westlichen
Vorstellungen "eigene Wege" mit anderen
normativen Prioritäten und anderen
kulturellen Grundlagen. In den westlichen
Demokratien wächst das Bewußtsein, daß in
dem alle anderen gesellschaftlichen Bereiche
umkrempelnden schnellen sozialen Wandel
eine Dynamik enthalten sei, die auch die
bisher als stabil und "endgültig" gedachten
Institutionen der westlichen Demokratien
erfassen könnte.
By the turn of the 1990s, Western democracy
appeared destined to become the universal
governmental norm. However, as we move
into the new millennium there are growing
signs that extremism is far from dead. In
recent years, the extreme right has gathered
notable support in many Western countries,
such as Austria, France and Italy. Racist
violence, initially aimed at 'immigrants', is on
the rise, and in the US, and increasingly in
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Europe, the state itself has become a major
target. This book considers the varying
trajectories of the 'extreme right' and
'populist' parties and focuses on the problems
of responses to these trends, an issue which
has hitherto been neglected in academic
literature.
“A must-read for anyone concerned about the
fate of contemporary democracies.”—Steven
Levitsky, co-author of How Democracies Die
Why divisions have deepened and what can
be done to heal them As one part of the global
democratic recession, severe political
polarization is increasingly afflicting old and
new democracies alike, producing the erosion
of democratic norms and rising societal anger.
This volume is the first book-length
comparative analysis of this troubling global
phenomenon, offering in-depth case studies of
countries as wide-ranging and important as
Brazil, India, Kenya, Poland, Turkey, and the
United States. The case study authors are a
diverse group of country and regional experts,
each with deep local knowledge and
experience. Democracies Divided identifies
and examines the fissures that are dividing
societies and the factors bringing polarization
to a boil. In nearly every case under study,
political entrepreneurs have exploited and
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exacerbated long-simmering divisions for their
own purposes—in the process undermining
the prospects for democratic consensus and
productive governance. But this book is not
simply a diagnosis of what has gone wrong.
Each case study discusses actions that
concerned citizens and organizations are
taking to counter polarizing forces, whether
through reforms to political parties,
institutions, or the media. The book’s editors
distill from the case studies a range of
possible ways for restoring consensus and
defeating polarization in the world’s
democracies. Timely, rigorous, and accessible,
this book is of compelling interest to civic
activists, political actors, scholars, and
ordinary citizens in societies beset by
increasingly rancorous partisanship.
The main area of sustained populist growth in
recent decades has been Western Europe,
where populist parties have not only endured
longer than expected, but have increasingly
begun to enter government. Focusing on
three high-profile cases in Italy and
Switzerland – the Popolo della Libertà (PDL),
Lega Nord (LN) and Schweizerische
Volkspartei (SVP) – Populists in Power is the
first in-depth comparative study to examine
whether these parties are indeed doomed to
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failure in office as many commentators have
claimed. Albertazzi and McDonnell’s findings
run contrary to much of the received wisdom.
Based on extensive original research and
fieldwork, they show that populist parties can
be built to last, can achieve key policy
victories and can survive the experience of
government, without losing the support of
either the voters or those within their parties.
Contributing a new perspective to studies in
populist politics, Populists in Power is essential
reading for undergraduate and postgraduate
students, as well as scholars interested in
modern government, parties and politics.
Western Democracies and the New Extreme
Right Challenge
The Psychology of Populism
Political Protest and Ethno-Nationalist
Mobilization in France
Tribal Challenges to Liberal Democracy
Re-considering the Populist Right's Challenge
to Contemporary Democracies in Western
Europe
Populism and the Crisis of Democracy
This book addresses some of the most
pressing questions of our time: Is
democracy threatened by globalisation?
Is there a legitimacy crisis in
contemporary democracies? Is the
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welfare state in individual countries
under pressure from global trends? What
are the implications of high-level
migration and rising populism for
democracy? Does authoritarianism pose a
challenge? The volume builds on a crosscultural study of democracy conducted
by the Transformation Research Unit
(TRU) at Stellenbosch University in
South Africa for nearly twenty years.
Three of the countries studied – South
Africa, Turkey and Poland – receive
individual attention as their
respective democracies appear to be the
most vulnerable at present. Germany,
Sweden, Chile, South Korea and Taiwan
are assessed in their regional
contexts. Further insights are gained
by examining the impact on democracy of
the global screen culture of Television
and the Internet, and by pointing out
the lessons democracy should learn from
diplomacy to fare better in the future.
The book will appeal to both students
and practitioners of democracy as well
as the general reader.
""Populism and Civil Society: The
Challenge to Constitutional Democracy"
is a theoretical work, that draws on
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extensive secondary literature as well
comparative analysis of cases. The aim
is to assess the significance of what
is now a global phenomenon--the
populist challenge to constitutional
democracy. After defining populism
using the methods of immanent criticism
and ideal typic construction, it
proceeds to examine the challenge in
terms of its four main organizational
forms: movement mobilization, political
party, government and regime. It
considers the important questions "why
populism" and "why now". Without
presupposing the authoritarian logic of
the phenomenon in the definition, the
book seeks to demonstrate it through
the reconstruction of the main elements
used by advocates to identify populism.
It shows that the authoritarian logic
is not realized in every empirical form
of populism, and considers why this is
so for many movement and party forms,
and even populists "in" government vs.
populism as 'the" government. The
historical examples of the latter we
identify as "hybrid" regimes blending
authoritarian elements and residual
democratic forms. The book then
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proceeds to consider the uneasy
relationship of populism to
constitutionalism. It presents populism
as a form of abusive or instrumental
"constitutionalism" often relying on
the alleged permanence of the quasirevolutionary constituent power. It
concludes by outlining a non- and antipopulist project of democratization and
social justice, distinguishing between
the "popular" and the "populist" and
outlining a program based on the
plurality of democracies and the rescue
of some of left populism's "host
ideologies""-This volume analyzes how enduring
democracy amid longstanding inequality
engendered inclusionary reform in
contemporary Latin America.
Offers the first systematic comparative
analysis of the conditions under which
populism slides into illiberal rule and
the prospects for US democracy.
What Is Populism?
The Great Experiment
National Populism
Origins, Dynamics, and Implications
The People
Democracies Divided
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Liberal democracies on both sides of the Atlantic find themselves
approaching a state of emergency, beset by potent populist
challenges of the right and left. But what exactly lies at the core of
widespread dissatisfaction with the status quo? And how can the
challenge be overcome? In Democracy in Crisis, Christian
Lammert and Boris Vormann argue that the rise of populism in
North Atlantic states is not the cause of a crisis of governance but
its result. This crisis has been many decades in the making and is
intricately linked to the rise of a certain type of political philosophy
and practice in which economic rationality has hollowed out
political values and led to an impoverishment of the political sphere
more broadly. The process began in the 1980s, when the United
States and Great Britain decided to unleash markets in the name of
economic growth and democracy. After the fall of the Berlin Wall,
several countries in Europe followed suit and marketized their
educational, social, and healthcare systems, which in turn
increased inequality and fragmentation. The result has been a
collapse of social cohesion and trust that the populists promise to
address but only make worse. Looking to the future, Lammert and
Vormann conclude their analysis with concrete suggestions for
ways politics can once again be placed in the foreground, with
markets serving social relations rather than the reverse.
Democracies and the Populist ChallengeSpringer
A crucial new guide to one of the most important and most
dangerous phenomena of our time: the rise of populism in the West
Across the West, there is a rising tide of people who feel excluded,
alienated from mainstream politics, and increasingly hostile
towards minorities, immigrants and neo-liberal economics. Many of
these voters are turning to national populist movements, which pose
the most serious threat to the Western liberal democratic system,
and its values, since the Second World War. From the United States
to France, Austria to the UK, the national populist challenge to
mainstream politics is all around us. But what is behind this
exclusionary turn? Who supports these movements and why? What
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does their rise tell us about the health of liberal democratic politics
in the West? And what, if anything, should we do to respond to
these challenges? Written by two of the foremost experts on fascism
and the rise of the populist right, National Populism is a lucid and
deeply-researched guide to the radical transformations of today's
political landscape, revealing why liberal democracies across the
West are being challenged-and what those who support them can do
to help stem the tide.
Populist forces are becoming increasingly relevant across the
world, and studies on populism have entered the mainstream of the
political science discipline. However, so far no book has
synthesized the ongoing debate on how to study the populist
phenomenon. This handbook provides state of the art research and
scholarship on populism, and lays out, not only the cumulated
knowledge on populism, but also the ongoing discussions and
research gaps on this topic. The Oxford Handbook of Populism is
divided into four sections. The first presents the main conceptual
approaches on populism and points out how the phenomenon in
question can be empirically analyzed. The second focuses on
populist forces across the world and includes chapters on Africa,
Australia and New Zealand, Central and Eastern Europe, East
Asia, India, Latin America, the Post-Soviet States, the United States,
and Western Europe. The third reflects on the interaction between
populism and various relevant issues both from a scholarly and
political point of view. Amongst other issues, chapters analyze the
relationship between populism and fascism, foreign policy, gender,
nationalism, political parties, religion, social movements and
technocracy. Finally, the fourth part includes some of the most
recent normative debates on populism, including chapters on
populism and cosmopolitanism, constitutionalism, hegemony, the
history of popular sovereignty, the idea of the people, and
socialism. The handbook features contributions from leading
experts in the field, and is indispensible, positioning the study of
populism in political science.
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The Neoliberal Roots of Popular Unrest
Populism and Liberal Democracy
The Oxford Handbook of Populism
Volume 2: Politics, Social Movements and Extremism
The Inclusionary Turn in Latin American Democracies
The Global Challenge of Political Polarization
Most democratic citizens today are distrustful of
politicians, political parties, and political institutions.
Where once democracies expected an allegiant
public, citizens now question the very pillars of
representative democracy. Democratic Challenges,
Democratic Choices documents the erosion of political
support in virtually all advanced industrial
democracies. Assembling an unprecedented array of
cross-national public opinion data, this study traces
the current challenges to democracy primary to
changing citizen values and rising expectations. These
critical citizens are concentrated among the young,
the better educated, and the politically sophisticated.
At the same time, the evidence debunks claims that
such trends are a function of scandals, poor
performance, and other government failures.
Changing public are born from the successful social
modernization of these nations. A creedal passion for
democracy is sweeping across the Western
democracies, and people now expect more of their
governments. This study concludes by examining the
consequences of these changing images of
government. The author finds that these expectations
are making governing more difficult, but also fueling
demands for political reform. The choices that
democracies make in response to these challenges
may lead to a further expansion of the democratic
process and a new relationship between citizens and
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their government
Has American democracy’s long, ambitious run come
to an end? Possibly yes. As William G. Howell and
Terry M. Moe argue in this trenchant new analysis of
modern politics, the United States faces a historic
crisis that threatens our system of selfgovernment—and if democracy is to be saved, the
causes of the crisis must be understood and defused.
The most visible cause is Donald Trump, who has
used his presidency to attack the nation’s institutions
and violate its democratic norms. Yet Trump is but a
symptom of causes that run much deeper: social
forces like globalization, automation, and immigration
that for decades have generated economic harms and
cultural anxieties that our government has been
wholly ineffective at addressing. Millions of Americans
have grown angry and disaffected, and populist
appeals have found a receptive audience. These are
the drivers of Trump’s dangerous presidency. And
after he leaves office, they will still be there for other
populists to weaponize. What can be done to
safeguard American democracy? The disruptive forces
of modernity cannot be stopped. The solution lies,
instead, in having a government that can deal with
them—which calls for aggressive new policies, but
also for institutional reforms that enhance its capacity
for effective action. The path to progress is filled with
political obstacles, including an increasingly populist,
anti-government Republican Party. It is hard to be
optimistic. But if the challenge is to be met, we need
reforms of the presidency itself—reforms that harness
the promise of presidential power for effective
government, but firmly protect against the fear that it
may be put to anti-democratic ends.
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The Handbook of Political Representation in Liberal
Democracies offers a state-of-the-art assessment of
the functioning of political representation in liberal
democracies. In 34 chapters the world's leading
scholars on the various aspects of political
representation address eight broad themes: The
concept and theories of political representation, its
history and the main requisites for its development;
elite orientations and behavior; descriptive
representation; party government and representation;
non-electoral forms of political participation and how
they relate to political representation; the challenges
to representative democracy originating from the
growing importance of non-majoritarian institutions
and social media; the rise of populism and its
consequences for the functioning of representative
democracy; the challenge caused by economic and
political globlization: what does it mean for the
functioning of political representation at the national
leval and is it possible to develop institutions of
representative democracy at a level above the state
that meet the normative criteria of representative
democracy and are supported by the people? The
various chapters offer a comprehensive review of the
literature on the various aspects of political
representation. The main organizing principle of the
Handbook is the chain of political representation, the
chain connecting the interests and policy preferences
of the people to public policy via political parties,
parliament, and government. Most of the chapters
assessing the functioning of the chain of political
representation and its various links are based on
original comparative political research. Comparative
research on political representation and its various
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subfields has developed dramatically over the last
decades so that even ten years ago a Handbook like
this would have looked totally different.
One of Barack Obama's Recommended Reads for
Summer “[A] brave and necessary book . . . Anyone
interested in the future of liberal democracy, in the
US or anywhere else, should read this book.” —Anne
Applebaum “A convincing, humane, and hopeful guide
to the present and future by one of our foremost
democratic thinkers.” —George Packer “A rare thing:
[an] academic treatise . . . that may actually have
influence in the arena of practical politics. . . .
Passionate and personal.” —Joe Klein, New York Times
Book Review From one of our sharpest and most
important political thinkers, a brilliant big-picture
vision of the greatest challenge of our time—how to
bridge the bitter divides within diverse democracies
enough for them to remain stable and functional
Some democracies are highly homogeneous. Others
have long maintained a brutal racial or religious
hierarchy, with some groups dominating and
exploiting others. Never in history has a democracy
succeeded in being both diverse and equal, treating
members of many different ethnic or religious groups
fairly. And yet achieving that goal is now central to
the democratic project in countries around the world.
It is, Yascha Mounk argues, the greatest experiment
of our time. Drawing on history, social psychology,
and comparative politics, Mounk examines how
diverse societies have long suffered from the ills of
domination, fragmentation, or structured anarchy. So
it is hardly surprising that most people are now
deeply pessimistic that different groups might be able
to integrate in harmony, celebrating their differences
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without essentializing them. But Mounk shows us that
the past can offer crucial insights for how to do better
in the future. There is real reason for hope. It is up to
us and the institutions we build whether different
groups will come to see each other as enemies or
friends, as strangers or compatriots. To make diverse
democracies endure, and even thrive, we need to
create a world in which our ascriptive identities come
to matter less—not because we ignore the injustices
that still characterize the United States and so many
other countries around the world, but because we
have succeeded in addressing them. The Great
Experiment is that rare book that offers both a
profound understanding of an urgent problem and
genuine hope for our human capacity to solve it. As
Mounk contends, giving up on the prospects of
building fair and thriving diverse democracies is
simply not an option—and that is why we must strive
to realize a more ambitious vision for the future of our
societies.
Dispersed Democratic Leadership
Authoritarian Populism and Liberal Democracy
Democratic Challenges, Democratic Choices
The Populist Threat to Liberal Democracy
Good Democratic Leadership
Multiple Populisms

This book provides a comprehensive
interpretation of the multiple manifestations of
populism using Italy, the only country amongst
consolidated constitutional democracies in
which populist political forces have been in
government on various occasions since the early
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1990s, as the starting point and benchmark.
Populism is a complex, multi-faceted political
phenomenon which redefines many of the
essential characteristics of democracy;
participation, representation, and political
conflict. This book considers contemporary
versions of populism that pose a real challenge
to representative and constitutional democracy.
Contributors provide an integrative interpretation
of populism and analyse its principal historical,
social and politico-legal variables to provide a
multi-dimensional reflection on the concept of
populism, comprehensive analysis of the
populist phenomenon and a theoretical and
comparative perspective on the diverse political
experiences of populism. Based on conceptual
and interdisciplinary reflections from expert
authors, this book will be of great interest to
scholars and post-graduate students of cultural
studies, European studies, political sociology,
political science, comparative politics, political
philosophy, and political theory with an interest
in a comparative and interdisciplinary theory of
populism and its manifestations.
This edited volume offers new insights into the
populist wave that is affecting democratic
politics in a large number of countries. The
authoritarian populist turn that has developed in
the US and various European countries in recent
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years both reflects and exacerbates the
polarization of public opinion that increasingly
characterizes democratic politics. The book
seeks to explain how and why authoritarian
populist opinion has developed and been
mobilised in democratic countries. It also
explores the implications of this growth in
authoritarian, anti-immigrant sentiment for the
operation of democratic politics in the future. It
concludes that liberals may need to abandon
their big-hearted internationalist instinct for open
and unmanaged national borders and tacit
indifference to illegal immigration. They should
instead fashion a distinctively liberal position on
immigration based on the socially progressive
traditions of planning, public services,
community cohesion and worker protection
against exploitation. To do otherwise would be to
provide the forces of illiberal authoritarianism
with an opportunity to advance unparalleled
since the 1930s and to destroy the extraordinary
post-war achievements of the liberal democratic
order.
There is no threat to Western democracies today
comparable to the rise of right-wing populism.
While it has played an increasing role at least
since the 1990s, only the social consequences of
the global financial crises in 2008 have given it
its break that led to UK’s ‘Brexit’ and the
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election of Donald Trump as US President in
2016, as well as promoting what has been called
left populism in countries that were hit the
hardest by both the banking crisis and
consequential neo-liberal austerity politics in the
EU, such as Greece and Portugal. In 2017, the
French Front National (FN) attracted many voters
in the French Presidential elections; we have
seen the radicalization of the Alternative für
Deutschland (AfD) in Germany and the formation
of centre-right government in Austria. Further,
we have witnessed the consolidation of
autocratic regimes, as in the EU member states
Poland and Greece. All these manifestations of
right-wing populism share a common feature:
they attack or even compromise the core
elements of democratic societies such as the
separation of powers, protection of minorities, or
the rule of law. Despite a broad debate on the reemergence of ‘populism’ in the transition from
the twentieth to the twenty-first century that has
brought forth many interesting findings, a lack of
sociological reasoning cannot be denied, as
sociology itself withdrew from theorising
populism decades ago and largely left the field to
political sciences and history. In a sense,
Populism and the Crisis of Democracy considers
itself a contribution to begin filling this lacuna.
Written in a direct and clear style, this set of
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volumes will be an invaluable reference for
students and scholars in the field of political
theory, political sociology and European Studies.
This volume Concepts and Theory offers new
and fresh perspectives on the debate on
populism. Starting from complaints about the
problems of conceptualising populism that in
recent years have begun to revolve around
themselves, the chapters offer a fundamental
critique of the term and concept of populism,
theoretically inspired typologies and
descriptions of currently dominant concepts,
and ways to elaborate on them. With regard to
theory, the volume offers approaches that
exceed the disciplinary horizon of political
science that so far has dominated the debate. As
sociological theory so far has been more or less
absent in the debate on populism, only few
efforts have been made to discuss populism
more intensely within different theoretical
contexts in order to explain its dynamics and
processes. Thus, this volume offers critical
views on the debate on populism from the
perspectives of political economy and the
analysis of critical historical events, the links of
analyses of populism with social movement
mobilisation, the significance of ‘superfluous
populations’ in the rise of populism and an
analysis of the exclusionary character of
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populism from the perspective of the theory of
social closure.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
“Comprehensive, enlightening, and terrifyingly
timely.”—The New York Times Book Review
(Editors' Choice) WINNER OF THE GOLDSMITH
BOOK PRIZE • SHORTLISTED FOR THE LIONEL
GELBER PRIZE • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post
• Time • Foreign Affairs • WBUR • Paste Donald
Trump’s presidency has raised a question that
many of us never thought we’d be asking: Is our
democracy in danger? Harvard professors
Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt have spent
more than twenty years studying the breakdown
of democracies in Europe and Latin America,
and they believe the answer is yes. Democracy
no longer ends with a bang—in a revolution or
military coup—but with a whimper: the slow,
steady weakening of critical institutions, such as
the judiciary and the press, and the gradual
erosion of long-standing political norms. The
good news is that there are several exit ramps on
the road to authoritarianism. The bad news is
that, by electing Trump, we have already passed
the first one. Drawing on decades of research
and a wide range of historical and global
examples, from 1930s Europe to contemporary
Hungary, Turkey, and Venezuela, to the
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American South during Jim Crow, Levitsky and
Ziblatt show how democracies die—and how ours
can be saved. Praise for How Democracies Die
“What we desperately need is a sober,
dispassionate look at the current state of affairs.
Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt, two of the
most respected scholars in the field of
democracy studies, offer just that.”—The
Washington Post “Where Levitsky and Ziblatt
make their mark is in weaving together political
science and historical analysis of both domestic
and international democratic crises; in doing so,
they expand the conversation beyond Trump and
before him, to other countries and to the deep
structure of American democracy and
politics.”—Ezra Klein, Vox “If you only read one
book for the rest of the year, read How
Democracies Die. . . .This is not a book for just
Democrats or Republicans. It is a book for all
Americans. It is nonpartisan. It is fact based. It is
deeply rooted in history. . . . The best
commentary on our politics, no
contest.”—Michael Morrell, former Acting Director
of the Central Intelligence Agency (via Twitter)
“A smart and deeply informed book about the
ways in which democracy is being undermined
in dozens of countries around the world, and in
ways that are perfectly legal.”—Fareed Zakaria,
CNN
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A Comparative and Theoretical Analysis
Democracies and the Populist Challenge
The People Vs. Democracy
Populism and Civil Society
Populists in Power
On Prudence and Judgment in Modern
Democracies

We are currently witnessing in Western Europe a “populist
moment” that signals the crisis of neoliberal hegemony. The
central axis of the political conflict will be between right- and leftwing populism. By establishing a frontier between “the people”
and “the oligarchy,” a leftpopulist strategy could bring together
the manifold struggles against subordination, oppression and
discrimination.This strategy acknowledges that democratic
discourse plays a crucial role in the political imaginary of our
societies. And through the construction of a collective will,
mobilizing common affects in defence of equality and social
justice, it will be possible to combat the xenophobic policies
promoted by right-wing populism.
The recent rise of populist politics represent a major challenge for
liberal democracies. This important book explores the
psychological reasons for the rise of populism, featuring
contributions from leading international researchers in the fields
of psychology and political science. Unlike liberal democracy
based on the Enlightenment values of individual freedom,
autonomy and rationality, both right-wing and left-wing populism
offer collectivist, autocratic formulations reminiscent of the
evolutionary history and tribal instincts of our species. The book
offers a comprehensive overview of the psychology of populism,
covering such phenomena as identity seeking, anger and fear,
collective narcissism, grievance, norms, perceptions of
powerlessness and deprivation, authoritarianism, nationalism,
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radicalism, propaganda and persuasion, ethnocentrism,
xenophobia and the effects of globalization. The book is divided
into four parts. Part I deals with the motivational and emotional
factors that attract voters to populist causes, and the human needs
and values that populist movements satisfy. Part II analyzes the
cognitive features of populist appeals, especially their emphasis on
simplicity, epistemic certainty and moral absolutism. Part III
turns to one of the defining features of populism: its offer of a
powerful tribal identity and collectivist ideology that provide
meaning and personal significance to its followers. Finally, in
Part IV, the propaganda tactics used by populist movements are
analysed, including the role of charismatic leadership,
authoritarianism, and nationalism and the use of conspiracy
narratives and persuasive strategies. This is fascinating reading
on a highly topical issue. The book will be of interest to students,
researchers, and applied professionals in all areas of psychology
and the social sciences as a textbook or reference book, and to
anyone interested in the global rise of populism.
The authos deal with comparative aspects of contemporary
authoritarianism. Authoritarian tendencies have appeared in
several “old democracies” but their main successes take place in
several states which departed from dictatorial regimes recently.
The book contains case-studies of contemporary Hungarian,
Kenyan, Polish, Russian and Turkish regimes.
Donald Trump, Silvio Berlusconi, Marine Le Pen, Hugo
Chávez—populists are on the rise across the globe. But what
exactly is populism? Should everyone who criticizes Wall Street or
Washington be called a populist? What precisely is the difference
between right-wing and left-wing populism? Does populism bring
government closer to the people or is it a threat to democracy?
Who are "the people" anyway and who can speak in their name?
These questions have never been more pressing. In this
groundbreaking volume, Jan-Werner Müller argues that at
populism's core is a rejection of pluralism. Populists will always
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claim that they and they alone represent the people and their true
interests. Müller also shows that, contrary to conventional
wisdom, populists can govern on the basis of their claim to
exclusive moral representation of the people: if populists have
enough power, they will end up creating an authoritarian state
that excludes all those not considered part of the proper "people."
The book proposes a number of concrete strategies for how liberal
democrats should best deal with populists and, in particular, how
to counter their claims to speak exclusively for "the silent
majority" or "the real people." Analytical, accessible, and
provocative, What Is Populism? is grounded in history and draws
on examples from Latin America, Europe, and the United States
to define the characteristics of populism and the deeper causes of
its electoral successes in our time.
The Erosion of Political Support in Advanced Industrial
Democracies
The Revolt Against Liberal Democracy
Let the People Rule
Volume 1: Concepts and Theory
A Crisis of Legitimacy?
Presidents, Populism, and the Crisis of Democracy

On Extremism and Democracy in Europe is a collection of
short and accessible essays on the far right, populism,
Euroscepticism, and liberal democracy by one of the leading
academic and public voices today. It includes both sober, factbased analysis of the often sensationalized "rise of the far
right" in Europe as well as passionate defence of the
fundamental values of liberal democracy. Sometimes counterintuitive and always thought-provoking, Mudde argues that the
true challenge to liberal democracy comes from the political
elites at the centre of the political systems rather than from the
political challengers at the political margins. Pushing to go
beyond the simplistic opposition of extremism and democracy,
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which is much clearer in theory than in practice, he
accentuates the internal dangers of liberal democracy without
ignoring the external threats. This book is essential reading for
anyone interested in European politics, extremism and/or
current affairs more generally.
Good Democratic Leadership: On Prudence and Judgment in
Modern Democracies explores whether, in the current
atmosphere of international economic and political tension,
and more generally, democracies foster and support effective
political judgment and good leadership. In one sense, with
their ideals of transparent government and extensive
deliberation, democracies might appear to promote such good
leadership and sound decision-making. Yet, in another sense,
democratic leaders continue to face a number of challenges,
including the sometimes cumbersome institutional limits
placed on their discretion, the need for balance between
national interest, popular sentiment and universal values as
well as the problem of disproportionate influence of
commercial interests in the management of the economy. In
analysing various aspects of democratic leadership, judgement
and decision-making from a variety of theoretical and practical
perspectives, all the contributors to this book address this
question of the extent to which democracies support good
judgment and thereby the possibility of good leadership in
democracies.
Populism and Liberal Democracy is the first book to offer a
comprehensive theory about populism during both its
emergence and consolidation phases in three geographical
regions: Europe, Latin America and the United States. Based
on the detailed comparison of all significant cases of populist
governments (including Argentina, Greece, Peru, Italy,
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Venezuela, Ecuador, Hungary, and the U.S.) and two cases of
populist failure (Spain and Brazil), each of the book's seven
chapters addresses a specific question: What is populism?
How to distinguish populists from non-populists? What causes
populism? How and where does populism thrive? How do
populists govern? Who is the populist voter? How does
populism endanger democracy? If rising populism is a threat
to liberal democratic politics, as this book clearly shows, it is
only by answering the questions it posits that populism may be
resisted successfully.
During the last decade and a half a new political party family,
the extreme Right-wing populist (ERP) parties, has established
itself in a variety of West European democracies. These parties
represent a monist politics based on ethnic nationalism and
xenophobia as well as an opposition against the 'political
establishment'. Being the prototypic ERP party, the French
Front National (FN) has been a model for ERP parties
emerging elsewhere in Western Europe. This study presents a
theoretically based explanation that combines the macro and
the micro-level, as well as the political supply and the demandside. More specifically, this study shows that it is necessary to
consider both opportunity structures, created by demand and
supply-side factors, as well as the ability of the FN to take
advantage of the available opportunities. Of particular interest
is the author's analysis of the sociology and attitudes of the FNvoters.
Why Our Freedom Is in Danger and How to Save It
The Challenge to Constitutional Democracy
The Tribal Challenge to Liberal Democracy
Challenges to Democracy in the 21st century
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Populism and New Patterns of Political Competition in
Western Europe

This collection of essays seeks to explore the
unique way democracy disperses leadership,
and the significant opportunities and challenges
it presents to democratic leaders.
This groundbreaking study sets out to clarify
one of the most influential but least studied of all
political concepts. Despite continual talk of
popular sovereignty, the idea of the people has
been neglected by political theorists who have
been deterred by its vagueness. Margaret
Canovan argues that it deserves serious
analysis, and that it?s many ambiguities point to
unresolved political issues. The book begins by
charting the conflicting meanings of the people,
especially in Anglo–American usage, and traces
the concept?s development from the ancient
populus Romanus to the present day. The
book?s main purpose is, however, to analyse the
political issues signalled by the people?s
ambiguities. In the remaining chapters, Margaret
Canovan considers their theoretical and practical
aspects: ? Where are the people?s boundaries?
Is people equivalent to nation, and how is it
related to humanity – people in general? ?
Populists aim to ?give power back to the
people?; how is populism related to democracy?
? How can the sovereign people be an immortal
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collective body, but at the same time be us as
individuals? Can we ever see that sovereign
people in action? ? Political myths surround the
figure of the people and help to explain its
influence; should the people itself be regarded
as fictional? This original and accessible study
sheds a fresh light on debates about popular
sovereignty, and will be an important resource
for students and scholars of political theory.
The Great Recession, institutional dysfunction, a
growing divide between urban and rural
prospects, and failed efforts to effectively
address immigration have paved the way for a
populist backlash that disrupts the postwar
bargain between political elites and citizens.
Whether today’s populism represents a
corrective to unfair and obsolete policies or a
threat to liberal democracy itself remains up for
debate. Yet this much is clear: these challenges
indict the triumphalism that accompanied liberal
democratic consolidation after the collapse of
the Soviet Union. To respond to today’s crisis,
good leaders must strive for inclusive economic
growth while addressing fraught social and
cultural issues, including demographic anxiety,
with frank attention. Although reforms may stem
the populist tide, liberal democratic life will
always leave some citizens unsatisfied. This is a
permanent source of vulnerability, but liberal
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democracy will endure so long as citizens
believe it is worth fighting for.
Uiteenzetting over de opkomst van het
populisme en het gevaar daarvan voor de
democratie.
How Direct Democracy Can Meet the Populist
Challenge
Why Diverse Democracies Fall Apart and How
They Can Endure
The Populist Challenge
New Authoritarianism
Democracy in Crisis
20. Wissenschaftlicher Kongreß der Deutschen
Vereinigung für Politische Wissenschaft
This book analyses how party competition has adjusted to the
success of populism in Western Europe, whether this is nonpopulists dealing with their populist competitors, or populists
interacting with each other. The volume focuses on Western
Europe in the period 2007–2018 and considers both right-wing
and left-wing populist parties. It critically assesses the concept
and rise of populism, and includes case studies on Austria,
France, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Denmark,
Finland, the United Kingdom, Greece, and Italy. The authors
apply an original typology of party strategic responses to
political competitors, which allows them to map interactions
between populist and non-populist parties in different
countries. They also assess the links between ideology and
policy, the goals of different populist parties, and how
achieving power affects these parties. The volume provides
important lessons for the study of political competition,
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particularly in the aftermath of a crisis and, as such, its
framework can inform future research in the post-Covid-19
era. This wide-ranging study will appeal to students and
scholars of political science interested in populism and
political competition; and will appeal to policy makers and
politicians from across the political spectrum.
Demokratie — eine Kultur des Westens?
On Extremism and Democracy in Europe
Italy as Democracy's Mirror
Anti-Pluralism
A Critical Evaluation of Kitschelt's Account
For a Left Populism
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